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WHO WE ARE

FMS Africa Ltd is the leading GPS Tracking solution providers for vehicles, motorcycles,
Generators, boats and assets.
Our solutions provides businesses with real time monitoring, analysis and control over their
assets which enables asset optimization, significant OPEX reductions and productivity
maximization
FMS Africa provides high-end fleet management and security solutions for a variety of
industries. The solutions include smart logistics management, fuel management , vehicle
recovery, driver behaviour and more.
FMS Africa provides a robust M2M 24/7 monitoring solution. This cost-effective solution is
suited to all major brands of generators. FMS Africa enables accurate fuel monitoring and theft
prevention, events and alarm management, maintenance, generator diagnostics and more.

FMS AFRICA GLOBAL PRESENCE

Initially incorporated in 2010, FMS Africa is affiliated to the Galooli Group and currently has a
presence in the above countries.

SAMPLE CLIENTELE

FLEET MANAGEMENT
Managing a fleet is extremely resource demanding as it requires monitoring over countless details.
FMS Africa Fleet’s solutions enable companies to achieve this easily with one connected platform.
Companies can hence maintain full operational efficiency with minimalresources

KEY FEATURES
Asset Tracking & Management
Track your assets’ location and status in real time, filter your display by fleets and groups, colours and
region. Set geo-locations either as POI or a Geo-fence, be notified whenever the driver leaves or
enters these locations.
Driver Behaviour & Identification
FMS Africa’s driver behaviour module grades and compares drivers’ performances. Increase your
business productivity and vehicle safety with the information provided. Constant vigilance is also
ensured with driver identification methods like the Dallas Keys. Any unauthorized usage of vehicles
will be detected and prevented.

Fuel Monitoring
FMS Africa’s unique fuel algorithm provides real fuel level data.
Obtain a comprehensive
breakdown of fuel cycle: consumption rate, refuelling, fuel drop events and general fuel trends.
Detect irregular fuel activity and provide reports in order to stop fraud and
unauthorised
behaviour.

FLEET MANAGEMENT BENEFITS

Driver / Rider Safety
Monitor hazardous driving behaviour, evaluate
their performances and guide them.

OPEX Reductions
Monitor fuel consumption and prevent unauthorized or irregular
usage.

Green Fleet
Lighten your carbon footprint by minimizing fuel loss and wastage

GENERATORMANAGEMENT
FMS Africa’s comprehensive M2M 24/7 solution enables businesses to manage real-time
operations and generators’ parameters remotely. The solution streamlines work progress, ensures
operational efficiency and is suitable for ALL major brands of generators.

KEY FEATURES

Fuel Monitoring &Management
Utilizing highly accurate fuel sensors and the Corona’s fuel theft
algorithm, users can identify fuel theft as it happens. Fuel reports
can also be generated remotely to analyse trends and detect
anomalies based on extremely accurate fuel data.

Generator Maintenance & Alerts
Africa’s solution
Achieve preventive maintenance as FMS
prevents malfunctions by monitoring the generator’s running
hours, fuel usage, battery level, engine parameters
through
engine control and maintenance alerts.

.

GENERATORMANAGEMENT

KEY FEATURES

Site Safety & Security
FMS Africa offers latest security solution like high quality 24/7 DVRbased CCTV surveillance system, sophisticated access control system,
remote stop/activation, remote siren activation, intrusion alerts,
motion detectors and panic button.

Freezer Monitoring
The Corona TR7Z combined with NFC temperature sensor, door sensor
and a buzzer fits to any size freezer and indicates whether the
industrial freezer temperature has risen above critical levels. Review
temperature trend reports and get a comprehensive overview of any
situation

.

GENERATOR MANAGEMENT BENEFITS
MaximizeProfits
FMS Africa’s solution reduces the need for physical site visits
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Maximize Productivity
Achieve maximum productivity as generators run at their maximum capacity with
minimal resources throughout the entire extent of their life cycles.

VEHICLE AND GENERATOR DEPLOYMENTS

www. www.fms-ecsafrica.com

